We develop an effective field theory (EFT) to describe the few-and many-body propagation of one dimensional Rydberg polaritons. We show that the photonic transmission through the Rydberg medium can be found by mapping the propagation problem to a non-equilibrium quench, where the role of time and space are reversed. We include effective range corrections in the EFT and show that they dominate the dynamics near scattering resonances in the presence of deep bound states. Finally, we show how the long-range nature of the Rydberg-Rydberg interactions induces strong effective N -body interactions between Rydberg polaritons. These results pave the way towards studying non-perturbative effects in quantum field theories using Rydberg polaritons.
We develop an effective field theory (EFT) to describe the few-and many-body propagation of one dimensional Rydberg polaritons. We show that the photonic transmission through the Rydberg medium can be found by mapping the propagation problem to a non-equilibrium quench, where the role of time and space are reversed. We include effective range corrections in the EFT and show that they dominate the dynamics near scattering resonances in the presence of deep bound states. Finally, we show how the long-range nature of the Rydberg-Rydberg interactions induces strong effective N -body interactions between Rydberg polaritons. These results pave the way towards studying non-perturbative effects in quantum field theories using Rydberg polaritons.
Photons can be made to strongly interact by dressing them with atomic Rydberg states under conditions of electromagnetic induced transparency (EIT) [1] [2] [3] . Probing such Rydberg polaritons in the few-body limit, recent experiments were able to observe non-perturbative effects including the formation of bound states [4] , singlephoton blockade [5] [6] [7] and transistors [8] [9] [10] , and twophoton phase gates [11] . Theoretical work on quantum nonlinear optics with Rydberg polaritons has focused on two-body effects or dilute systems [2] [3] [4] [5] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ; however, these theoretical methods often fail in dense systems with more than two photons.
Effective field theory (EFT) aims to describe low energy physics without resorting to a microscopic model at short distances or high energies [18] . In few-body systems, it is a useful approach to describe particle scattering and bound states when the momentum k involved is much less than the inverse range of the interactions [18, 19] At the two-body level, the EFT depends only on the scattering length a. For scattering at momenta ka 1, one can solve the EFT perturbatively [19, 20] . However, describing unitarity (a → ±∞) or bound states requires inclusion of all orders in perturbation theory, which can be re-summed, provided the EFT parameters are properly renormalized [21, 22] .
In this Letter, we develop an EFT to describe the few-and many-body transmission of photons through a dispersive, one dimensional Rydberg polariton medium. We first consider the renormalized theory, which depends only on the local two-body scattering length, the effective mass, and the group velocity of the Rydberg polaritons. By switching the role of time and space in the Lagrangian, we map the transmission problem to a non-equilibrium quench, which greatly simplifies the description of the dynamics. We then consider corrections to the EFT arising from the long range nature of the Rydberg interactions and the corrections to the massive dispersion. We evaluate the so-called "effective range corrections" to the EFT and show that they dominate the dynamics near unitarity in the presence of deep bound states. We then find the non-perturbative solution for the many-body Rydberg polariton problem at large momenta. Integrating out this momentum scale leads to strong N -body interactions, which appear as contact forces in the EFT.
A schematic of a Rydberg polariton transmission experiment is shown in Fig. 1 (a) [14] . A spatially inhomogeneous atomic cloud is probed with a classical control field, with frequency ω c and Rabi frequency Ω, and a few-photon probe beam focused into a 1d channel. The control and probe beams are configured for EIT on a twophoton resonance from the ground state |g to a Rydberg state |s via an intermediate state |p . We analyze the dispersive limit where the detuning of the control field ∆ = ω ps − ω c is much greater than the p-state halfwidth γ; here ω ab is the atomic transition frequency from |a to |b . For large enough atomic density n(z), the probe photons transform into Rydberg polaritons upon entering the medium because the collective, single-photon Rabi frequency of the probe g c (z) = [6πγ c 3 n(z)/ω 2 gp ] 1/2 is much greater than Ω [23] . We use the dimensionless measure of the density given by the resonant optical depth OD = dz[g c (z)] 2 /2γc. Consider two Rydberg atoms interacting through the van der Waals potential V (r) = C 6 /r 6 . This interaction is strong enough that a single Rydberg excitation modifies the optical response over a region large compared to the optical wavelength (see Fig. 1(b) and inset). The size of this region is given by the blockade radius r b , defined by the condition that V (r b ) is equal to the off-resonant EIT linewidth 2Ω 2 /|∆| [14, 24] . To see how these effects lead to strong photon-photon interactions, one can use a gedanken experiment where one photon (polariton) is held at fixed position z, then any photon that passes by will pick up a nonlinear phase
2 r b /c∆; here we assume g c (z) varies slowly over r b . For atomic densities achievable with lasercooled atoms (n 10 12 cm −3 ), this nonlinear phase shift can be a sizable fraction of π [4] . An alternative metric is the two-body scattering length a, which was mapped out for Rydberg polaritons in a uniform medium in Ref. [12] . For an inhomogeneous medium, we can similarly define a local scattering length a(z). For small ϕ(z), these two metrics are closely related because
2 . We show in the supplemental material that a(z) is well defined when the density varies slowly over r b [25] . Figure 1 (c) shows a(z) calculated for a Gaussian density profile with parameters similar to recent experiments [4] .
In the absence of interactions, the propagation of Rydberg polaritons is captured by the local EIT dispersion relation [23, 25] 
where ω = ω − ω 0 is the detuning of the probe frequency ω from the two-photon resonance ω 0 = ω gs − ω c . The electric field of the probe evolves as
dz q(ω, z ) . For a sufficiently slowly varying density, we can define a local group velocity
2 by solving Eq. (1) for ω and expanding near q = 0: ω ≈ v g (z)q + q 2 /2m(z) [23, 26] . For non-relativistic bosons in 1d, the only interaction term that is relevant under renormalization is the twobody contact interaction [21] . As a result, the renormalized Lagrangian density for Rydberg polaritons is
where
andψ is a single component field because there is only a single polariton branch near the two-photon resonance [25] . Outside the medium,ψ is the quantum field for the probe photons, while inside it corresponds to the Rydberg polariton field. The scaling of the contact interaction as 1/a is the universal behavior for bosons in 1d, in contrast to higher dimensions where it scales as a [27].
Despite its relative simplicity compared to the microscopic model [25] , the theory is still difficult to solve because it has z-dependent parameters combined with second derivatives in z. To overcome this we define a new EFT with time and space exchanged via the local transformation (t, z) → (z/v g (z), tv g (z)). Similar transformations have been used to study propagation of quantum light in nonlinear optical fibers [28, 29] . For the steady state transmission with a uniform density, this transformation is equivalent to the rotated boundary conditions used in Ref. [4] . The resulting EFT is
where [ψ(z, t),ψ † (z, t )] = δ(t − t ). Up to higher order derivatives in t (which can be neglected under renormalization), Eq. (3) is equivalent to Eq. (2); however, the second derivative is now in t rather than z, which makes it easier to account for the z-dependence of the parameters. In particular, Eq. (3) gives rise to propagation equations akin to a time-dependent Schrödinger equation
where H(z, t) is given by the last three terms in Eq. (3). In the dispersive regime, this propagation equation conserves the total photon number N , which simplifies the transmission problem.
Benchmarking the EFT.-We now compare the predictions of the renormalized EFT for the two-photon transmission through a finite Rydberg medium with numerical simulations [5] of the exact wavefunction propagation. We decompose the two-photon wavefunction at the exit of the medium (z = L) as ψ(L, t 1 , t 2 ) = g (2) (τ )e iφ2(τ )+i2φ1 , where t 1 (2) are the time coordinates of the two photons and τ = t 1 − t 2 is the relative time. The probability density g (2) (τ ) can be measured in twophoton coincidence measurements of the output light for a weak coherent state input [5] , while the nonlinear phase φ 2 (τ ) is defined relative to phase of the non-interacting medium with a single-photon phase shift φ 1 [4] .
The results are shown in Fig. 2 for a representative set of parameters similar to Ref. [4] . We take a steadystate probe input on two-photon resonance (ω = 0) with a Gaussian density profile n(z)
2 ax ] with a cutoff at the entrance to (z = 0) and exit from (z = L) the medium. We compare g (2) (τ ) and φ 2 (τ ) found with three different methods: numerical simulations, EFT with no free parameters, and EFT with a uniform density with g c a free parameter and medium length L chosen to match the time delay
For an intermediate time window, we see that both EFT results capture many of the qualitative features of the simulations, but the inhomogeneous EFT captures more features and obtains better quantitative agreement. We can understand the deviations at long and short times as follows. The long-time deviations arise because the EFT has a low momentum cutoff associated with spatial variations in the density profile [25] . For a Gaussian or uniform density profile, this scale is given by 1/L, with the associated low-frequency cutoff 1/τ d . The short-time deviations arise from corrections to the EFT associated with: our use of a massive polariton dispersion, the swap of time and space, and the finite interaction range. The first two effects contribute on timescales shorter than τ m ≈ max(∆/Ω 2 , 1/∆), while the effect of the finite interaction range appears on timescales less than r b /v g . For the parameters in Fig. ( 
, which is consistent with the good agreement we find at intermediate
In related work, we have shown that this renormalized EFT also gives good agreement with numerical simulations of the three-photon transmission [30] . Yet, for increasing N , simulations of the full transmission become intractable and it is natural to ask: what are the leading corrections to the theory? In the framework of EFT, these corrections can be found systematically by evaluating higher order corrections in kr b . We show below that the terms in this expansion arise from two intertwined effects: (i) the finite range of the interactions and (ii) deviations of the dispersion from that of a massive particle.
Effective range corrections.-A standard approach to include finite range effects for massive particles is through the effective range expansion. In this treatment, higher order corrections to the scattering phase shift δ(k) are taken into account [19] . For bosons in 1d, the expansion takes the form [31] 
where r 0 is the so-called "effective range" parameter. These corrections can be included in the EFT by adding terms to the Lagrangian that contain higher derivatives inψ, e.g., (after switching time and space)
g is fixed by Eq. (5) [32] . Including these terms extends the validity of the EFT to higher polariton densities. Most notably, this approach allows one to study unitarity in the presence of deep bound states, which occur when ϕ 1. In this regime, we can solve for a and r 0 analytically [33, 34] , and we find that the two-body contact vanishes near a scattering resonance, but r 0 ≈ 1.39 √ ϕ r b remains finite [25] .
Scattering resonances associated with the appearance of additional two-body bound states can be achieved for Rydberg polaritons at sufficiently high atomic density [12] . Current experiments, however, are limited to densities such that only a single two-body bound state is present. In this case, we find r 0 ≈ (2/3)r 2 b /a and these corrections are suppressed. We now show that the dominant corrections to the theory in this regime arise from effective 3-body interactions.
N -body interactions.-The strong long-range Rydberg interactions that result in blockade are also expected to induce large effective N -body interactions [35, 36] . This is illustrated at the three-body level because, when two polaritons are less than r b from a Rydberg atom, they do not interact with each other. As a result, one expects a three-body force of the same magnitude and opposite sign as the two-body force.
More formally, effective N -body interactions emerge from integrating out virtual processes with high energy or large momenta. In the case of Rydberg polaritons, this can be done in a surprisingly straightforward manner because the theory dramatically simplifies at large momenta. In particular, the single-body propagator for the Rydberg polaritons projected onto the s-states g ss 0 saturates to a constant (see supplemental material [25] )
for momentum q 1/v g τ m . The physical origin of this can be seen in Eq. (1), where the local momentum q(ω, z) diverges at the Raman resonance conditions Ω 2 − ω(∆ + ω) = 0. These Raman excitations have a frequency close to two-photon resonance and effectively infinite mass; therefore, near ν = 0, they dominate virtual processes with large internal momentum. In the context of EFT, these effects can be included by adding two fictitious, infinitely massive particles to the theory associated with the Raman resonances [25] . Due to their highenergy, the Rydberg interactions can only excite these "particles" virtually. Integrating them out of the theory results in effective N -body interactions for theψ field.
The associated N -body interaction potential V N eff can be found by accounting for all of the virtual processes where N of these fictitious particles exchange momentum. These contributions to the scattering amplitudes are represented by connected diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 3(a) , where the particles cannot be broken into disjoint clusters. Particles are connected by two-body interactions (curly lines), with the insertion of the N -body propagator in between (vertical lines). Figure 3(b) shows an example of a disconnected diagram, which is separable into two disjoint clusters (12) and (345) and does not contribute to V N eff . Integral equations for the connected contributions to multi-particle scattering amplitudes were first formulated by Weinberg [37] and Rosenberg [38] . The full integral equations have only been solved for N ≤ 4 [39] ; however, the problem is simplified for the constant (i.e., momentum independent) propagator described above. The local nature of the propagator implies that the ordering of the scattering events is irrelevant. In this limit, we can represent any scattering diagram by a graph of the type shown in Fig. 3(c,d) , where the vertices represent particles and the edges indicate interaction pairs. Diagrams that map to a tree graph (e.g., Fig. 3(a,c)) give the lowest order contribution to V N eff :
, and the sum is over all labeled tree graphs T (N, E) with N vertices and N − 1 edges (8) is no longer valid. We derive the non-perturbative solution for V N eff in the supplemental material [25] . Figure 3 (e) shows a cut of this solution up to N = 4. Consistent with the blockade effects described above, we see that V 3 eff has the opposite sign from V 2 eff . More generally, we find V N eff alternates with N between attraction and repulsion [25] .
During low-momenta processes kr 0 1, the polaritons hardly probe the blockaded region of the potential. In this case, we can replace V (r) with the renormalized interaction U (r) = −(2 2 /ma)δ(r) and apply the perturbative result from Eq. (8) to find the N -body interactions [40] . After switching time and space, the resulting EFT is governed by Eq. (4) with the Hamiltonian density
h N = (−1)
where the two-body interaction h 2 is the same as in Eq. (3) and we used Cayley's tree formula N N −2 for the number of labeled tree graphs with N vertices in evaluating Eq. (8) [41] . Using approximate expressions for a near a scattering resonance [25] , we find the generic scaling h N ∼ (r b /a) N −1 . To determine the importance of the N -body interactions for non-perturbative effects in the EFT, h N should be compared with the effective range corrections at the momentum scale k ∼ 1/a. For large ϕ, r 0 ∼ r b and, from Eq. (6), we see that the effective range corrections contribute at the same order as h 3 ∼ r 3 . Thus, for weak interactions, we find the surprising result that the 3-body force dominates the corrections to the theory for all momentum scales k 1/a.
The nature of these corrections has important implications for the propagation dynamics of 1d Rydberg polaritons. The largest corrections to the theory will determine the deviations from the universal predictions for the shallow bound state clusters when a > 0 [42] , as well as deviations from the repulsive Lieb-Liniger model when a < 0 [43] . In addition, all these corrections generically break the integrability of the EFT and, thus, determine the long time dynamics of the system [44, 45] .
Conclusion.-We developed an EFT to describe the few-and many-body propagation of 1d Rydberg polaritons. The broad applicability of EFT to describe these systems opens a new perspective on the design of experiments aimed at probing non-perturbative effects in quantum field theories using Rydberg polaritons. In particular, Rydberg polariton experiments can involve complex geometries [46] or more Rydberg levels [11] , dimensions [47] , and external control fields [48] . The theoret-ical methods developed here can be naturally extended to these more complex configurations. For example, using additional control fields or atomic levels to modify χ N (ν) would allow precise control over the range and strength of the N -body potentials. This could be used to realize exotic situations where, e.g., a single M -body force dominates over all N -body forces with N = M . As another example, accounting for light diffraction introduces 3d effects, where EFT predicts the emergence of an Efimov effect in the vicinity of a scattering resonance [19, 49] . Further extending these theoretical methods to include dissipative interactions of the type demonstrated in Ref. [5] may uncover new universality classes for fewbody physics, as well as new phases of non-equilibrium, strongly-correlated light and matter.
Note added.-During completion of this work, we became aware of related work on the three-body problem for Rydberg polaritons [50] . 
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I. MICROSCOPIC MODEL
In this section, we derive the two-body LippmannSchwinger equation for an inhomogeneous density and show that the spatially varying scattering length a(z) is well defined when the density varies slowly compared to the blockade radius.
The effective Hamiltonian, including decay, that describes the Rydberg polariton system is ( = 1)
whereÊ(z),P(z), andŜ(z) are bosonic annihilation operators for a photon, excited atom, and Rydberg state at position z.
The parameters ∆, Ω, γ, and g c (z) are defined in the main text and γ s is the halfwidth of the s-state.
For an inhomogeneous medium it is convenient to solve the scattering problem in real space. For a single polariton we can find the propagator at frequency ω from the equations of motion
The solution is given by
, and q(ω, z) is defined in Eq. (1) in the main text for γ = γ s = 0.
To each of these wavefunctions, we associate the oper-
where ρ(ω, z 0 ) = dq(ω, z 0 )/dω is the local density of states. For an infinite, homogeneous medium this operator creates a dark-state polariton [S1] . For a sufficiently slowly varying density, this field becomes approximately bosonic with the commutation relation
When ω is on the Raman resonance∆δ = 0, these solutions need to be treated with care because E ω → 0 and these states do not propagate. The Raman resonance conditioñ
has the solutions
(S14)
We work in the limit of large ∆ and small γ s , where these resonances can be treated as if they were on the real axis. For these two eigenstates,ψ † ± (z 0 ) = P ±P † (z 0 )+S ±Ŝ † (z 0 ) with
T2 ( To solve the interacting problem, Eq. (S3) implies that we only need the propagator projected onto the Rydberg states. We can use the eigenstates ψ † ω (z 0 )|0 to find the propagator in a vicinity of z 0
(S18)
As discussed in the main text, the χ(ν) contribution arises from the two Raman resonances and accounts for the saturation of the propagator at large momentum. With this representation of the single particle propagator, we can now write down the explicit LippmannSchwinger equation for the transition matrix for Rydberg polaritons in an inhomogeneous medium, represented diagrammatically in Fig. S1 ,
To find the EFT parameters, we replace g ss 0 (z 1 , z 1 , ω) with the first term in the last line of Eq. (S17) and approximate the dispersion by the formula given below Eq. (1) in the main text ω = v g (z)q + q 2 /2m(z). We then replace V (z 1 − z 2 ) with the pseuodopotential −2 2 δ(r)/m(z)a(z), where z = (z 1 +z 2 )/2 and r = z 1 −z 2 and derive an effective solution for T 2 . This can then be matched to the asymptotic solution for the exact T 2 . When the propagator varies slowly with z compared to the potential (i.e., the density changes slowly on the scale of r b ), we can find T 2 using the anlysis of Ref. [S2] for a uniform density. In the next section, we discuss several regimes where a can be found analytically with this approach.
II. EFFECTIVE RANGE CORRECTIONS
In this section we give approximate formulas for the scattering length a and effective range parameter r 0 at each scattering resonance for weak and strong attractive interactions.
These parameters can be found by solving the microscopic two-body problem using Eq. (S19). Assuming the density is slowly varying, we can make the local density approximation discussed in the main text and eliminate the center of mass momentum from Eq. (S19). In Ref. [S2] , it was shown that the solution to the resulting integral equation can be found by solving a 1d Schrödinger-like equation
where r = z 1 − z 2 is the relative distance between the two polaritons and Fig. 3(e) in the main text. For χ 2 C 6 < 0 the effective potential has no poles. In this case, the core of the potential, r < r b , is approximately flat, while for r > r b it decays as 1/r 6 . The relative importance of the core versus the tail of the potential can be determined by comparing the associated length scales: the blockade radius r b versus the van der Waals length r vdw = (mC 6 ) 1/4 , respectively. Here we focus on the regime Ω |∆|, where r vdw can be expressed in terms of the interaction param-
The scaling of r vdw with ϕ indicates that, for weak interactions ϕ 1, the low-energy scattering will be dominated by the core of the potential, while, for strong interactions ϕ 1, the low-energy scattering will be dominated by the van der Waals tail. We now give approximate expressions for a and r 0 in these two regimes for attractive interactions (m/χ 2 > 0).
Weak Attractive Interactions
In the regime ϕ 1, the low-energy scattering is dominated by the core of the potential, which can be well approximated by a square well of width 2r b . We parameterize the depth as −β 2 r b /χ 2 , where β is a free parameter chosen to match the observed scattering resonances. In this case, the scattering states can easily be found analytically and a and r 0 take the form [S3] 
In this approximation, the scattering resonances occur when ϕ crosses nπ/β. Expanding near each resonance
where δϕ = ϕ − nπ/β is assumed to be small. We fix β by comparing Eq. (S24) to the asymptotic result for ϕ → 0. In this limit, one can replace the effective potential by a delta function 2v 0 δ(r), with v 0 = ∞ 0 drV 2 eff (r) = −(π/3)r b /χ 2 . The scattering length takes the form a ≈ (3/π)r b /ϕ 2 [S2] , which fixes β = π/3. With this choice of β, we find Eq. (S22) is in good agreement with the n = 0 and n = 1 scattering resonances characterized in Ref. [S2] , but begins to deviate at the n = 2 scattering resonance.
Strong Attractive Interactions
When ϕ 1, the effective potential for the polaritons has many features in common with the potentials considered in models of atomic scattering [S4] . In these models, the atomic potential U (r) is treated as having a deep attractive core, while for large r
where n = 6 for van der Waals forces. For s-wave scattering, a and r 0 can be found from the zero energy solution to the radial Schrödinger equation
where p(r) = −mU (r) and the boundary condition for s-wave scattering is ψ 0 (0) = 0. For the 1d Rydberg polariton problem considered here, Eq. (S27) is equivalent to Eq. (S21) with p(r) = ϕ/ r 2 b + r 6 /r 4 b , but with the boundary condition ∂ r ψ 0 | r=0 = 0. Due to the similarity in the equations, for ϕ 1, we can follow Ref. [S4, S5] to find analytical solutions for a and r 0 . In particular, we can solve for ψ 0 for small r using a WKB approximation, which can then be matched to the known asymptotic solution for ψ 0 at large r. The WKB solution is valid in the region r √ ϕ r b , while the asymptotic solution is valid when r r b [S4] . Thus, the existence of an intermediate regime r b r √ ϕ r b is equivalent to the requirement of strong interactions ϕ 1. With these points in mind, we write the zero energy solution as 
where A, B, and C are unkown coefficients which have to be determined by matching the two solutions in the intermediate region and J α (N α ) are Bessel functions of the first (second) kind. The WKB solution is chosen to satisfy the boundary condition that ψ 0 has zero derivative at the origin. Following a similar analysis to Ref. [S4, S5] we solve for the coefficients A, B, and C, which determine a and r 0 as
whereā is the scattering length averaged over Φ (excluding the resonances) and Γ(·) is the gamma function. The scattering resonances occur when Φ = Φ n = nπ + 3π/8. Expanding near the nth resonance gives
while the effective range becomes r 0 ≈ 1.39 r vdw .
III. EFT INCLUDING RAMAN RESONANCES
In this section, we write down an EFT that describes the coupling between the polariton fieldψ and the Raman resonance excitations.
We account for the presence of the constant term in the propagator g ss 0 (q, ν) by adding a fictitious pair of particles d ± to the EFT
where ω ± is given by Eq. (S14) and the interaction term accounts for all of the allowed interactions between the fictitious particles. The terms α = g c / Ω 2 + g 2 c ≈ 1 and S ± (given by Eq. (S16)) account for the overlap of these particles with the |s state. Integrating out the fields d ± gives rise to the N -body interactions discussed in the main text and in the section below. recursively using the Rosenberg integral equations for the connected transition matrix [S6] . We explicitly solve these equations for N = 2, 3, and 4. Finally, we show that, inside the blockade radius, V N eff oscillates between attraction and repulsion with every increase in N .
Before writing the Rosenberg equations, we first introduce some basic concepts needed to describe N -particle scattering [S7] . The notion of connected scattering diagrams, illustrated in Fig. 3 in the main text, leads to the cluster decomposition for the N -body transition matrix
where P is the set of all partitions of N particles into disjoint clusters. For example, for three particles there are five such partitions (1)(2)(3), (12)(3), (13)(2), (23)(1), and (123). We define n α as the number of clusters within the partition α. We denote the particles represented in each cluster as i 1 , . . . , i mn , where 1 ≤ n ≤ n α and m n is the length of the nth cluster. For the partition (12)(3) n α = 2, m 1 = 2 with i 1 = 1, i 2 = 2 and m 2 =1 with i 1 = 3. We also introduce the notion of an ordering ≺ of the clusters: α ≺ β if every cluster in α is a subset of the elements in clusters of β. For example, The key insight into the connected N -body scattering diagrams is that they can each be written as the product M α χ N L , where L is a diagram that ends with interaction V on the left and M α can be broken into two disjoint clusters α such that ⊀ α [S8, S6] . For the connected diagram in Fig. 3(a) 
where T N = T , = (ij) denotes a particle pair and ranges over all N (N − 1)/2 pairs (note, we changed notation from Eq. (8) in the main text), T groups all diagrams contributing to T N that end with the interaction V on the left, and ν is the total frequency of the incoming photons. The sum in Eq. (S37) is over all partitions α with two clusters, which contain the pair . The matrix∆ α = 1 if ⊀ α and zero otherwise.∆ α reflects the structure of the connected diagrams described above and enforces that all the terms in Eq. (S37) are fully connected. Using the results from Sec. I, we can also give an explicit expression for the N -body propagator
Equation ( is the number two-cluster partitions containing with m 1 = N − k and m 2 = k and (N − k)k is the number of non-zero elements in∆ α for each twocluster partition α. Based on Eq. (8) in the main text we expect t N = 2(N − 2)!N N −3 . This can be proved by induction using Eq. (S49) combined with an application of the binomial formula [S9] (a + b)
with a = 1, c = −1, b = N −1, and n = N −3. This result helps confirm that Eq. (8) of the main text is consistent with our non-perturbative solution for V N eff . When all the photons are separated by much less than the blockade radius, we can approximate V (r) by ±∞. In this limit, T N c k saturates to a constant value that depends only on N and k. By adapting the counting arguments used to derive Eq. (S49), after some simplifications, we then arrive at a similar recursive formula for V 
c N = 2c N −1 + 2
where c 2 = 1 and c 3 = 2. Since c N is a positive integer for every N , we find that, similar to the perturbative result from Eq. (10) in the main text, V N eff alternates between attraction and repulsion for every increase in N .
